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Abstract

In this paper, we focus on the challenging problem of
multi-person pose tracking in the wild. Recent multi-person
articulated tracking methods can be categorized into the
top-down and bottom-up approaches. We investigate the
advantages and disadvantages of both bottom-up and top-
down methods on various datasets. We propose a novel
bottom-up joint detector, termed as MSPAF to extract multi-
scale features and implement a human detector based on
recent development of object detection. Incorporating the
global context, we use a human detector to rule out bottom-
up false alarms which significantly improves the tracking re-
sults. Following the commonly used graph partitioning for-
mulation, we construct a spatio-temporal graph and solve
a minimum cost multicut problem for human pose track-
ing. Our proposed method achieves the state-of-the-art per-
formance on both ”Multi-Person PoseTrack” dataset and
”ICCV 2017 PoseTrack Challenge” dataset.

1. Introduction

The PoseTrack Challenge focuses on multi-person artic-
ulated tracking in the wild, which remains a challenging
problem due to large variability in appearance and scales,
complex poses, occlusion and crowding.

The pose tracking approach mainly follows two stages,
pose estimation and grouping. Recent work on multi-person
pose estimation can be grouped into bottom-up and top-
down approaches. Figure 1 compares the advantages and
disadvantages of both bottom-up and top-down methods.
Bottom-up methods are more robust to occlusion and com-
plex poses. However, most bottom-up methods do not
directly benefit from human body structural information,
leading to many false positives. Top-down methods uti-
lize global context and strong structural information. How-

Figure 1. Comparison of bottom-up and top-down methods. Prob-
lems of bottom-up and top-down methods are highlighted with red
circles.

ever, they are not able to handle complex poses. Moreover,
the performance of the top-down model is closely related
to person detection results. Images with crowding people
may lead to detection errors and thus resulting in poor pose
estimation results. We therefore propose to use human de-
tections with body structural information to rule out false
alarms by bottom-up joint detectors. As for the grouping
stage, we follow the commonly used minimum cost multi-
cut formulation [1, 9] and construct a spatio-temporal graph
to facilitate human pose tracking.

In this paper, our main contributions are threefold. (1)
We investigate and compare the performance of both top-
down and bottom-up pose estimation models on various
datasets. Human bounding boxes contain the global con-
text which is able to rule out false alarms generated by
bottom-up joint detectors. (2) We propose a multi-person
joint detector with multi-scale features (MSPAF) to gener-
ate joint proposals in a bottom-up manner. The proposed
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MSPAF significantly improves over [4]. (3) We evaluate
our approach on the PoseTrack dataset [11] and ICCV 2017
PoseTrack Challenge dataset [1]. We show that our results
significantly outperform the baseline approaches.

2. Method

2.1. Body Part Detector

We explore the CNN based appearance feature for part
detection. We implement both bottom-up and top-down
body part detectors and make comparisons on different
datasets.

We implemented our bottom-up joint detector based on
Part Affinity Fields (PAFs) [4] and improve it by employing
a novel MSPAF structure with inception-residual blocks.
The inception-residual blocks have a multi-path structure
and are able to extract multi-scale features. Multi-scale
features preserve both high-level knowledge and low-level
cues to localize joint candidates and the multi-path net-
works may lead to better convergence. Our MSPAF net-
work also contains multiple stages, allowing for intermedi-
ate supervision. The PAF model outputs both the part confi-
dence maps and the part affinity fields. The part confidence
maps are used to generate part proposals. The part affinity
fields are a set of 2D vector fields encoding the location and
the orientation of the limbs which can be used for data as-
sociation. In [4], per-frame greedy association algorithm is
employed which may lead to inaccuracy in pose estimation,
especially in the cases of occlusion and overlapping. We
instead build a spatio-temporal graph, which will take both
temporal and spatial information into consideration, effec-
tively handling occlusion.

Our top-down pose detector is based on Mask R-
CNN [7]. In order to handle complex poses in the Pose-
Track dataset, we replace the simple head structure in Mask
R-CNN [7] with a separately-trained single person pose es-
timator. However, the performance of the pose estimator is
sensitive to the person bounding boxes used in training. We
only get poor results when training with detection boxes.
To get better performance, we use RPN proposal boxes to
train the single person pose estimator. In detail, we use
an RPN for person bounding boxes trained on MSCOCO
dataset [14]. We generate around 2000 region proposals on
each training image as Faster R-CNN [15] does, and only
keep proposals which have an IOU over 0.5 with people
detection boxes. Then the single-person joint detector is
trained based on these proposal boxes.

Training In our implementation, we make full use of
MSCOCO [14], MPII [2] and PoseTrack Challenge [1]
datasets to train our model. We adopt the idea of curricu-
lum learning [6] to train the model with gradually increasing
datasets. We observe that compared with MPII and Pose-
Track, the MSCOCO dataset contains a smaller number of

people and simpler poses. Thus, we first use MSCOCO
dataset to pre-train the MSPAF pose estimator. The sim-
pler dataset will help the model to learn general concept of
joints and limbs. To handle the annotation difference, we
automatically label the nose on MPII with the pre-trained
MSCOCO model. Then the pre-trained model is fine-tuned
on a mixture of PoseTrack and relabeled MPII datasets.

2.2. Person Detector

We built our person detector based on the Faster R-CNN
method [15]. We use the pre-trained Faster R-CNN mod-
els introduced in [5]. In detail, we use ResNet-152 model,
FPN ResNet-101 model [13], and FPN ResNet-152 model.
To get better performance, we ensembled the three Faster
R-CNN models with different backbone structures follow-
ing [8]. Model ensembling greatly enhanced our detection
accuracy.

Following [3], We replace NMS with Soft-NMS in the
second stage of Faster R-CNN. Instead of using hard over-
lap threshold in NMS, Soft-NMS algorithm decays the
score of detection bounding boxes that have a high over-
lap with other detection boxes. Soft-NMS encourages more
nearby objects to be taken into consideration, which further
improves the recall of our person detector.

2.3. Tracker

Following the minimum cost multicut formulation [12,
11, 9], the multi-person articulated tracking problem is for-
mulated by a spatial-temporal graph partitioning. We first
use our MSPAF bottom-up joint detector to generate a set
of joint proposals and use top-down person detector to gen-
erate bounding box candidates in each frame. Then we con-
struct a spatio-temporal graph based on the human body
part candidates and introduce spatial edges within a frame
and temporal edges across the video frames. We compute
the potentials for nodes and edges following [11] and in-
troduce several constraints to get feasible solutions. Since
our human detector is robust and contains global context,
we make use of the human bounding boxes to rule out the
outlier body part proposals.

The tracking problem is formulated as an integer linear
programming (ILP) problem. We follow [10, 11] to employ
branch-and-cut algorithm of the ILP solver Gurobi to opti-
mize it.

3. Experiments

3.1. Datasets and Evaluation

We evaluate our proposed method on ”Multi-Person
PoseTrack” dataset [11] and ”ICCV 2017 PoseTrack Chal-
lenge” dataset [1]. We show that our approach outperforms
the state-of-the-art PoseTrack method [11].
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MOTA MOTA MOTA MOTA MOTA MOTA MOTA MOTA MOTP Prec Rec
Head Shou Elb Wri Hip Knee Ankl Total Total Total Total
71.5 70.3 56.3 45.1 55.5 50.8 37.5 56.4 61.9 86.8 68.0

Table 1. Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) evaluation on PoseTrack Challenge validation set.

MOTA MOTA MOTA MOTA MOTA MOTA MOTA MOTA MOTP Prec Rec
Head Shou Elb Wri Hip Knee Ankl Total Total Total Total
63.2 61.8 48.9 41.0 46.7 41.6 31.1 48.8 40.5 80.9 66.0

Table 2. Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) evaluation on PoseTrack Challenge (partial) test set.

MSCOCO Dataset contains over 66k images with 150k
people and 1.7 million labeled keypoints.

The Multi-Person PoseTrack Dataset contains 30
videos for testing, where the length of the videos ranges
between 41 and 151 frames. The number of persons ranges
between 2 to 16 with more than 5 persons on average. The
annotation includes 14 keypoints for each person.

ICCV 2017 PoseTrack Challenge Dataset contains 514
short video clips annotated for multi-person pose estimation
and multi-person pose tracking. The dataset is very chal-
lenging compared to previous ones. The images often con-
tain large crowd of people with various poses which lead to
severe overlapping and occlusion. Isolated limbs and joints
are common because of truncation.

We use Total AP to evaluate the multi-person pose es-
timation results and standard MOTA metric to evaluate the
tracking performance.

3.2. Pose Estimation

In this section, we explore the performance of our
pose detectors. We have implemented the state-of-the-art
bottom-up PAF methods to achieve 58.5% mAP and top-
down Mask R-CNN methods to achieve 63.1% mAP on
MSCOCO dataset listed in Table 3. We show that our
MSPAF outperforms PAF by a large margin, indicating the
effectiveness of multi-scale features. However, we find that
the top-down method outperforms bottom-up methods on
MSCOCO, since top-down methods are able to directly uti-
lize global information leading to less false-positives.

Method Model AP
BU PAF 58.5

MSPAF 60.8

TD Mask-RCNN (Resnet-50) 62.7
Mask-RCNN (Resnet-101) 63.1

Table 3. Pose Estimation Performance on MSCOCO dataset. We
use BU to denote bottom-up methods and TD to denote top-down
approaches.

We further test our models on ICCV 2017 PoseTrack
Challenge dataset. We implement a two-stage baseline,
which is to first use a person detector then apply single-
person stacked hourglass pose estimation model. To our
surprise, different from MSCOCO, the bottom-up method
outperforms top-down methods on PoseTrack dataset by a

large margin. From the table 4, we can see that our MSPAF
achieves over 7% higher mAP than top-down methods on
PoseTrack validation set.

We looked into the data to investigate the reason be-
hind the bad performance of top-down methods on Pose-
Track. We find that the PoseTrack dataset contains much
larger number of people with occlusion and overlapping,
which leads to inaccurate person detection. Although Mask
R-CNN is able to provide accurate human keypoints on
MSCOCO but fails on PoseTrack. Instead of using a simple
head network in Mask R-CNN, we trained a single person
pose detector following Yang et al. [16]. With the complex
pose detector, we achieved a better performance of 60.3%
mAP, as shown in Table 4.

Method Model AP
BU MSPAF 67.8

TD Mask-RCNN (Resnet-101) 57.4
Person Detector + PRMs [16] 60.3

Table 4. Pose Estimation Performance on PoseTrack Challenge
Validation Set. We use BU to denote bottom-up methods and TD
to denote top-down approaches.

3.3. Person Detection Evaluation

We trained and tested our detection model with
MSCOCO dataset.

As shown in Table 5, without ensemble, our best model
can achieve 38.3% mAP on COCO minival set. Ensemble
of three models brings an improvement of 2.3 mAP, and
using Soft-NMS brings another 0.3 mAP gain.

We finally use ensemble and Soft-NMS model with
40.9% mAP and 54.4% person mAP for person detection
in PoseTrack Challenge.

Model mAP mAP(person)
resnet152 35.9 47.7
resnet101-fpn 37.3 50.4
resnet152-fpn 38.3 51.6

ensemble 40.6 54.1
ensemble + SNMS 40.9 54.4

Table 5. Person Detector Performance
3.4. Multi-Person Pose Tracking

To investigate the performance of multi-person pose
tracking, for fair comparison, we first use the same joint de-
tector as [11]. The results are demonstrated in Table 6. Our
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human detection results contain global context and struc-
tural information which help to rule out the false alarms.
With human detection, we achieve a significant improve-
ment (32.7 vs. 28.2 MOTA). The refinement process further
improves the results (32.9 vs. 32.7 MOTA) by removing the
outliers. We further show that our MSPAF model outper-
forms the state-of-the-art approach by a large margin(36.3
vs. 28.2 MOTA).

Method Rcll Prcn MOTA MOTP
PoseTrack 63.0 64.8 28.2 55.7
+ Human Detection 65.5 66.9 32.7 55.5
+ Refine 65.6 67.0 32.9 55.5

+ MSPAF 68.4 68.5 36.3 55.7
Table 6. Evaluation on PoseTrack dataset.

3.5. ICCV PoseTrack Challenge Results

Here we show our ICCV 2017 PoseTrack Challenge re-
sults. Table 7 and Table 8 demonstrates the results of per-
frame multi-person pose estimation performance (AP). Our
approach achieves the result of 67.8% and 63.6% for the
validation set and (partial) test set respectively. Table 1 and
Table 2 show the articulated tracking results. We achieve
56.4% MOTA for the validation set and 48.8% MOTA for
the (partial) test set.

Head Shou Elb Wri Hip Knee Ankl Total
79.1 77.3 69.9 58.3 66.2 63.5 54.9 67.8

Table 7. Per-frame multi-person pose estimation performance
(AP) on PoseTrack Challenge validation set.

Head Shou Elb Wri Hip Knee Ankl Total
74.7 71.9 65.6 56.4 62.2 57.5 51.0 63.6

Table 8. Per-frame multi-person pose estimation performance
(AP) on PoseTrack Challenge (partial) test set.

4. Conclusion
In this work, we investigate the performance of the top-

down and bottom-up methods on different datasets. We find
that bottom-up methods are able to handle complex poses
and crowded scenes but suffer from false alarms. We there-
fore propose to use a robust human detector to rule out
those false alarms to get better performance. We propose
a MSPAF body part detector to extract multi-scale features,
which significantly improves the performance. We evalu-
ate our approach on ”Multi-Person PoseTrack” dataset and
”ICCV 2017 PoseTrack Challenge” dataset. Our method
achieves the state-of-the-art performance on both datasets.
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